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A closed subspace M of a Banach space E is said to be proximinal if 
every UE E admits a closest point in M, i.e., a point SE M for which 
lla --YI( = d(a, M), the distance of a from M. Many authors have con- 
sidered the problem of determining whether K(E, F), the space of compact 
operators from E to F, is proximinal in B(E, F), the corresponding space of 
bounded linear operators. We attempt to solve this problem for the case 
when E = C(X) and F= C( Y) are the usual function spaces over compact 
Hausdorff spaces X and Y. If Y is extremally disconnected, we can com- 
pletely characterize those X for which K(C(X), C( Y)) is proximinal. Except 
where stated otherwise, our results are valid for both real and complex 
scalars. 
In each case, we will establish proximinality of the compact operators by 
establishing the It-ball property. Recall that a subspace M has the l$ball 
property in E if, whenever a~ E, ~30, llc~ll <r + 1 and the closed ball 
B(a, r) meets M, then M n B(0, 1) n E(a, r) is non-empty. Every subspace 
with the It-ball property is proximinal, and even more is true. 
PROPOSITION 1 [ 16, Theorem 1.21. Sqpose M has the 1 &hall property 
in E. Then there exists u continuous, homogeneous map II: E + M satkfying 
11 x - I7( x) 11 = d( x, M) and also l7( x + m ) = L’(s) + m bttheneuer m E M. 
Proposition 1 generalizes the corresponding result for M-ideals [S]. A 
number of authors, including [ 1, 4, 10, 11, 121, have established 
proximinality of K(E, F), for suitable E and F, by showing that K(E, F) is 
an M-ideal in B(E, F). Rather than repeat the definition of M-ideals, we 
simply recall that every M-ideal has the l$-ball property [ 171. 
Before starting our work, we need the following two observations. They 
are well known and easy to prove. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The mup TH T* 1 F is u lineur i.sometrJ ,fiorn B(E. F*) 
onto B( F, E* ) bvhich .sends K( E, F* ) to K(F, E* ). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M and N he the ranges of’contracti~e prqjections on 
E and F, respectiuelJ>. /f K(E, F) i.s proximinal (or has the I$-hall propert>>) in
B(E, F), then the same is true of‘ K(M. N) in B(M, N). 
Our first result actually concerns certain spaces of measurable functions. 
Case (iv ) improves a result proved for real scalars by Lau 
[7, Theorem 6.41. Case (i) is obviously a special case of (iv), and is stated 
separately only to streamline the proof. 
THEOREM 4. In euch of‘ the ,following cases, K( E, F) has the I$-hull 
propert!’ in B(E, F): 
(i) E = I, (A) und F = I,(r) ,for discrete .sets r and A. 
(ii) E* = I,( I‘) and F= C( Y), br,here r is discrete and Y is extremull~ 
disconnected. 
(iii) E* = 1, (r) and F = L I (S, p), bclhere f is discrete and (S, p) is an! 
meuswe spuce. 
(iv) E= L,(S, p) and F= I,(f), L$,here (S, p) is an)’ meusure space and 
r is discrete. 
Proof: (i) This is a trivia1 generalization of [ 16, Proposition 2.81. 
(ii) If Y is the Stone Tech compactification of some discrete set r, 
then C( Y) = I, (I‘), and the result follows from case (i) and Proposition 2. 
In general, the result follows from Proposition 3 and the fact that C(Y) is 
the range of a contractive projection on some I, (f) [6, Corollary 11.21. 
(iii) This is a special case of (ii). It is worth recalling that a Banach 
space is isometric to the range of a contractive projection on every 
superspace if and only if it is isometric to C( Y), for some extremally dis- 
connected Y. Every space L, (S, p) has this property. See [3; 6, Sect. 111. 
(iv) This follows from Proposition 2 and case (iii). [ 
Although the proof of [ 16, Proposition 2.81 was constructive, the proof 
of Theorem 4 is not. 
Now we can give the promised results about spaces of continuous 
functions. 
THEOREM 5. If' Y is extremally disconnected, then the ,following ure 
equicalcwt: 
(i) X is dispersed (i.e., every subset contains an isolated point) 
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(ii) K( C(X), C( Y)) has the 1 t-ball property in B( C(X), C( Y)) 
(iii) K(C(X), C(Y)) is proximinal in B(C(X), C(Y)). 
Prmf: (i) =j (ii). This follows from Theorem 4 and [6, Theorems 8.9 
and 8.101. 
(ii) * (iii). This is Proposition 1. 
(iii) * (i). Feder [2, Theorem 31 proved that K(l,, L,(O, 1)) is not 
proximinal in B(I,, L,(O, 1)). If X is not dispersed, then L,(O, 1) is 
isometric to the range of a contractive projection on C(X)* [6, Theorems 
14.11 and 18.51. Propositions 2 and 3 then show that K(C(X), I,) is not 
proximinal in B(C(X), I,-). Since the Stone-Tech compactification of 
the integers is a continuous image of Y, I, is the range of a contractive 
projection on C(Y). Another application of Proposition 3 completes the 
proof. 1 
It is natural to ask if these results hold without the assumption that Y is 
extremally disconnected. For the l-point compactification of the integers, 
they do not. 
EXAMPLE 6. If the scalars are complex, then K(V) does not have the 
It-ball property in B(%‘). 
Proqf: We follow the notation of Taylor [ 15, Sect. 4.51 1. If (5,) t2,...) is 
any sequence in ‘6, we let t,, denote its limit. Each A E B(g) corresponds to 
an infinite matrix (a,,), where j= 1, 2, 3 ,... and k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., for which 
CL 0 0,x converges as j + m, as does (u,~), _ * for k = 1, 2, 3 ,.... If 
(>I,,) = A((,,) then, of course, 
q,= 1 a,htk for j= 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
r! =o 
The norm of A is given by 
% x 
II4 =sup c b,kl, 
/=I k=(, 
but there is no simple formula for d(A, K(V)). 
Let (CJ, r,, e2 . . . . ) be the usual basis for ??‘, where e = (1, 1, l,... ). Define 
A:V-+%? by 
Ae, =;e-e,, Ae,, = ( - 1 ), e,, 
for n 3 2 and Ae = (i + $) r. It is routine to verify that (IA I/ < 3 and that 
K(%‘) A B( A, 2) is non-empty. However, 
K(q) n B( A, 2) n B(0, 1) = 0. 
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To see this, suppose TtzK(%)n B(A, 2). Then 
for all j, so 
,g,, lkJ,x - f,, I d 2 
and 
li-l-1,,1+If~r,,I+Il~t,,l,<2 forj even 
li+l-f,,,l+It--,,I+I-l-f,,J~2 forjodd, ,j# 1. 
Let 
t, = lim 1,,. 
,-+ I 
Since T is compact, t, = lim, ~~ , I,, exists, and also lim, _ 1 f,, = 0. Thus 
Iii 1 -f,,l + I$-r,l d 1. 
This forces t,, = i and t, = 4, so T$ B(0. 1 ). 1 
The classical sequence space ‘G seems to have received no attention in the 
literature. Curiously, we have a positive result (with a constructive proof) if 
the scalars are real. 
THEOREM 7. For red sculars, K(% ) does have the I$-hall property in 
B(% ). 
Proqf: If S= (s,~) has the property that, for some N, .T,~ = 0 for all 
k > N, then S is a compact operator. Conversely, the set of operators with 
this property is dense in K(g). 
Now suppose we are given A E B(%) with IIAII <r + 1 and 
K(%)nB(A,u)#@,andchoose~sothatO<~<v+l-lIAll.Then 
for all j, and also lIA - S(l < Y + E for some S of the above form. We may 
also suppose that s,,, = s for all but finitely manyj. 
Let 
uk = lim uIk, 
,-+ I 
for 1 <k < N. Then choose M so that, if j > M, then juk - u,~I <E/N and 
.s /o =s. Next, put 
g,= c IQ for allj, 
k > Y 
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and 
fJ= c Id. 
k=l 
We now have, for all j > M, 
/ai0 - s + ~7, d IlA - S(I < r + c (1) 
and 
Iu,~I +a+cr,<r+ 1. (2) 
There are two cases to consider, depending on the value of cr. 
Case 1. Suppose g > 1. Then we find n 6 N and I. E [0, 1 ] so that 
,;, ia,1 + 2iU,i = l. 
Put 
Sk = Uk for l<k<n, s,, = ia,, 
and 
Sk = 0 for k>n or k =O. 
Then, for j > M, 
lu,()-soI+ f luk-.skl+c,=lu,ol+ i (ukl-l+o,<r+tz. 
h=l !, == , 
Clearly 
f lSkl < 1. 
x=0 
Case II. Suppose 0 < 1. This time, we put sk = uk for 1 < k 6 N. Choos- 
ing s,, is a little more diffkult. First note that, for all j> M, 
b, = r + E - 8, > 0. From (2) it follows that -a,, d r + 1 - (r - 0, and so 
--(1 -a)da,,+h,. 
Similarly a,, - h,<l-aandso 
~~p({a,,-h,:j~M}u{-(1-o)})dinf({u,,+h,:j~hl}u{l-a}). 
Hence we can find a real number s0 satisfying 
-(l -o)ds,< l-0 
and 
U ,. - (r + e - a,) d so d ai0 + (r + E - o,), 
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for all j> M. Then, as in the previous case. we have 
.z 
I (1,o - .s,,/ + 1 lUi --ski +a,= 1U,()--.S()/ +a,<r+r: 
h I 
and 
;$,, ISi/ = /S”l + CT B 1. 
Now define T= (t,i) by 
f,, =a,,/yr+ 1) for j<M, 
f,h = Sk for ,j>M and k<N, 
and 
t,, =o for ,j>M and k> N. 
Then the image of T lies in the linear span of (P, CJ,, e2,..., <>,,I, so T is 
compact. Clearly /I Tl/ 6 1. Furthermore, for ,j 6 M, 
and for ,j> M, 
Thus // T- AlI < Y + 2~. 
We have now shown that 
K(V) n B(A, r + 2~) n B(0, 1) 
is non-empty. By [ 17, Theorem 31 this establishes the l+ball property. 1 
By severely restricting the domain space, we can completely dispense 
with the extremally disconnected assumption on the range space. To be 
precise, we can show that K(‘&, C(X)) has the It-ball property in 
B(%;,, C(X)), at least if the scalars are real. Before proving this, we discuss 
the difficulties that arise in the complex case. 
If S is any metric space, let 2‘ denote the collection of closed, bounded, 
non-empty subsets of S. It is standard to make 2” into a metric space by 
giving it the Hausdorff metric, defined for A, BE 2” by 
d(A, B)=sup({IA(x, A): XE B) u (d(s, B): XE A)). 
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If E is a Banach space and f~ E, let us define 
by 
ul=Y~:[(l~f~~-1)+,“3)~2~ 
Y(r) = B(0, 1) n B(f, u). 
With the usual lack of imagination, we will say that E has property (P) if 
the family of maps { Yf: f E E) is uniformly equicontinuous. Recall that E is 
said to have the 3.2 intersection property if, whenever B, , B,, B, are closed 
balls in E which meet pairwise, then 
B,nB,nB,#@. 
If E has the 3.2 intersection property, it is easy to verify that 
Thus, the 3.2 intersection property implies (P). It follows [9, 
Theorem 4.6(c)] that the real Banach space I, has (P). 
Co@cture 8. The complex Banach space I, has property (P). 
This ideal is crucial in the proof of the next theorem. We have been 
unable to determine whether Conjecture 8 is true or false. 
Assuming property (P) for I,, we will show that K(G&,, C(X)) has the 
Ii-ball property in B(%$, C(X)) for any compact Hausdorff space X. Since 
I, is the dual of gO, we may identify B(VO, C(X)) with the sup-normed 
space CW*(X, I,) of weak* continuous maps ,f: X+ I,, and K(%$, C(X)) 
with the subspace C(X, I,) of norm continuous maps. The identification is 
the obvious one, given by 
(Ta)(x) =.f(-x)(a) forallaE%$,xEX 
and T: %& + C(X). 
Now fix fE CW*(X, I,) and put 
d(x)=limsup IIf(.f'(x)ll. 
1-T. 
Replacing f with ,f-g, where g E C(X, I,), leaves the value of d(x) 
unaltered. The idea of introducing d( .) is due to Mach [ 111, who used 
similar techniques to prove the proximinality of K(Ce,, C(X)), for either 
scalar field. 
LEMMA 9. If X, y E I, = %Y,,* and x, --t 0 weak*, then 
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Proof1 For any A c N we have 
A routine truncation argument completes the proof. 1 
If we regard I, as the dual of some other Banach space, such as %, then 
Lemma 9 does not hold. 
LEMMA 10. Let .A d be us ahovr undfix .Y E X. Then 
(i) for an): l)EX, 
lim WlJ’(~) -.f‘(u~)ll = Ilf’(~) -.f’b)ll + d(y). 
z - L’ 
(ii) for any J-E X, 
lim su~ll.f(=)ll = llfb4 + 4.4. 
:‘I 
(iii) d(x)= lim sqW’(.~) -f(yll + d(y)). 
I-1 
(iv) for any gE C(X, I,), 
lI.f’(+~) -dxll + 4x1 d IV-Al. 
Proqf: (i) Since ,fis weak*-continuous, the previous lemma gives 
lim supllf(:) -.f(.~)ll = lim( IIf‘ -.Os~)ll - IIf -f(~)/l) 
z-1 z-I 
+ lim su~llJ’(;) -.f(.v)ll ; -+ I, 
= ll.0~) -f‘(-~111 + 44’). 
(ii) The constant function g =f(x) certainly lies in C(X, 1,). Replace 
fbyJ’-g in (i). 
(iii) From the definition of d(.), and (i), we have 
dtMxI d lim SUPM~) -.fb)II + 411)) 
\‘- u 
= lim sup lim SUpllf‘(i) -f‘(x)11 
I-Y z--l' 
d lim supll.f‘(~) -.f(x)li = d(x). 
2 + Y 
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(iv) Assume without loss of generality that g = 0. Then, by (ii), 
llf(x)ll + 4,~) = lim su~llf(~)ll G llfll. 
.I’ - ‘I 
THEOREM 11. Let X be any compact Hausdorff space. Then K(%‘,,, C(X)) 
has the 1 t-ball property in B(G&, C(X)) if the scalars are real, or if Conjec- 
ture 8 is true. 
ProoJ Suppose that C(X, I,) n B(f, r) # $3 and Ilf II d r + 1. We must 
show that 
C(X 1,) n B(O, 1) n B(f, r) Z 0. 
The last part of Lemma 10, with gE C(X, I,)n B(f, r), shows that r>,d(x) 
for all x E X. With g = 0 it shows that 
lIfb)ll d r + 1 -4x-b 
for each X. Thus we may define Y’: X + 2’l by 
Y(x)= B(0, 1)n B(f(x), r-d(x)). 
Clearly each F(x) is closed, convex, and non-empty; we claim that Y is 
lower semicontinuous. This means that if K is any closed subset of I,, we 
have to show that {x: Y(X) c K} is closed. 
Suppose then that x,+x in X, and that each Y(.u,)s K. Choose 
aE Y(x) and put 
By Lemma lO(iii) 
4 = Ilo -.f(x,)ll + 4x,) - r. 
lim sup E.,6 Ila-f(x)11 +d(x)-rd0. 
Hence E, = max{&, 0) + 0 and also 
Ila-f(x,)ll = r -d(x,) + 3,, 6 r -d(x,) + E, 
and llail d 1. Let 
&E)=sup{d(B(O, l)nB(g,s),B(O, l)nB(g,s+E)):gEI,, 
s>o, llg/l <s+ 1). 
Assuming I, has property (P), we have @E) + 0 as E + 0. Thus, from the 
definition of S(E), we can find a, with Ila,ll 6 1, 
INa,-.fk)ll d r- 4-x,) 
and J(a - a,11 d 6(s,). Then 
az E Y(x,) c K 
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and a, + m. This proves that Y(\-) E K. Michael’s theorem [ 141 now gives 
us a continuous selection for v/, which clearly belongs to 
C(X 1,) n B(O, 1) n 4.f; ~1. I 
To show that the preceding examples are not M-ideals, first note that 
there is a functionf’E CW*(X, I,) whose range contains the standard basis 
(e,, e2,...}. This is easy to see if X contains a convergent sequence of dis- 
tinct points. For the general case, recall that every compact space can be 
mapped onto a Hausdorff space which contains a convergent sequence. 
Choose x,, E X so that ,f(x,,) = e,,, and let LIM E 1”: be any Banach limit. 
We deline two functionals Y, 4~ CW*(X, I,)* by 
u’(g) = LIM g,(-y,,) and +‘4d=LflM ig,(.y,,)+‘~,,(.y,i)J. ,1 
It is clear that ll’vl( d 1, ildil < 1 and that Y(j’) =0 # I= d(f‘). If 
g E C(X, I, ) then g(X) is norm compact in I,, and so g,,(x) + 0 (as n -+ 1~ ) 
uniformly with respect to I E X. It follows that 
~lc(x,~,)=~lc(x,~,)=~, 
say. If gEC(X, I,) is the constant function g(x)=r, then llgl/ =n(g)= 1. 
Thus 4 and Y are two distinct norm-preserving extensions of q. 
So K(+&,, C(X)) does not have the unique extension property in 
B(?$, C(X)). It follows 117, Theorem 41 that K(%$, C(X)) is not an 
M-ideal in B(%$, C(X)). 
The following result provides some evidence that Theorem I I may be 
true for both scalar fields. 
PROPOSITION 12. For either scalar ,field, K(%,, %) has the l{-hall 
property in B(%“, V ). 
Proqj Again following [ 15 J, any A E B(%;,, %) corresponds to an 
infinite matrix (a,,), where.j= 1, 2, 3 ,... and k = 1, 2, 3 . . . Imitating the proof 
of Theorem 7, we find that some simplifications are caused by the absence 
of zeroth columns in elements of B(‘Z$, %?). In particular, it is not necessary 
to define sg. Doing so, in Case II of the previous proof, was the only point 
at which the scalars were required to be real. 1 
We recall that for any Banach space E, K(E, 4k0) is actually an M-ideal in 
B(E, &). This was observed independently by several authors [S, 12, 161. 
To see how special the role of @,, is in this result, we note that 
K(L,(S, ,u), C(X)) fails the It-ball property in B(L,,(S, p), C(X)), whenever 
L,(S, ,u) and C(X) are infinite dimensional, and 1 <p < co. By 
Proposition 3, and the remarks preceding Lemma 9, it s&ices to show that 
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C(X, I,) fails the l&-ball property in CW*(X, I,). This follows from a 
generalization of the argument of [ 16, p. 2961. 
We finish with another negative result. 
PROPOSITION 13. Suppose X and Y both contain uncountable, metrizable, 
closed subsets. Then K( C( X), C( Y)) zs not proximinal in B(C(X), C(Y)). 
Proof: Benyamini [2, Appendix] proved this in the case 
X= Y = [0, 11. If [0, l] is replaced by the Cantor set, Z, throughout the 
proof, it works just as well. By the Borsuk-Dugundji extension theorem 
[ 13, Sect. 71, the result holds whenever X and Y contain homeomorphic 
copies of Z. But every uncountable compact metric space contains a copy 
of Z (this follows from the Cantor-Bendixson theorem and a standard 
argument). 1 
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